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Abstract. The discovery of regulatory networks is an important aspect in the
post genomic research. Among structure learning approaches we are interested
in local search methods in the Bayesian network framework. We propose a new
local move operator to escape more efficiently from local maxima in the search
space of directed acyclic graphs. This operator allows to overtake the acyclic
constraint of Bayesian networks and authorizes local moves previously banned
with classic operators. First results show improvements of learnt network quality.
Our algorithm uses Comet language providing abstraction for local search and
constraint programming.
Keywords: structure learning, Bayesian networks, local search, Comet language,
gene regulation inference, genetical genomics.

1

Introduction

Inferring gene regulatory networks (GRN) from microarray data is a challenging problem, in particular because the sample size is typically small compared to the thousands
of genes that compose the network. Currently, integrative approaches are developed to
combine several sources of information in order to improve prediction quality. One of
these approaches consists in using genetical genomic data combining gene expressions
and sequence polymorphisms observed by genetic markers [1] [2](Chap. 4).
Among the many existing frameworks used to infer GRN, we choose probabilistic
graphical models and more specifically static Bayesian Networks (BN) [3]. Learning
BN structures from data is a NP-hard problem [4] and several approaches have been
proposed to solve it. One of them consists in exploring the space of BN structures using
local search methods and evaluating each structure with a specific scoring criterion in
order to select the structure which maximizes the score.
In Section 2 we present Bayesian network and a new operator called ”iterative swap
cycle” (ISC) for local search algorithms. Then we report in Section 3 our preliminary
work using this operator inside the Comet local search platform and give some positive
results on simulated genetical genomic data.

2

Bayesian network and local search methods

A Bayesian network [3] denoted by B = (G, PG ) is composed of a directed acyclic graph
G = (X, E) with nodes representing p random discrete variables X = {X1 , . . . , X p },
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linked by a set of directed edges E, and a set of conditional probability distributions
PG = {P1 , . . . , P p } defined by the topology of the graph: Pi = (Xi |Pa(Xi )) where
−−−−−−→
Pa(Xi ) = {X j ∈ X | (X j , Xi ) ∈ E} is the set of parent nodes of Xi in G. A Bayesian
network B represents a joint probability distribution on X such that:
(X) =

p
Y

(Xi |Pa(Xi ))

(1)

i=1

The conditional probability distributions PG are determined by a set of parameters,
θ, via the equation:
(Xi = k|Pa(Xi ) = j) = θi jk
where k is a value of Xi , and j is a value configuration of the parent set Pa(Xi ). Given
the structure G, parameters θi jk can be estimated by following the maximum likelihood
principle.
Learning the structure of a Bayesian network consists in finding a DAG G maximizing (G|D) where D represents the observed data. We use in our study the popular
Bayesian Dirichlet criterion to maximize the score:
BDeu(G) =

qi
p Y
Y
i=1 j=1

ri
Γ(ni jk + αi jk )
Γ(αi j ) Y
Γ(ni j + αi j ) k=1
Γ(αi jk )

with ni jk , the number of occurrences of the configuration (Xi = k, Pa(Xi ) = j) in
Pi
the n samples, ni j = rk=1
ni jk and Dirichlet hyper-parameters αi jk = ri α∗qi where α is
the equivalent sample size parameter, ri is the domain size of variable Xi and qi =
Q
X j ∈Pa(Xi ) r j , is the product of the parental domains of Xi .
In a GRN context with genetical genomic data the set of discrete random variables
X is composed of one variable per gene-activity, denoted Gi , and one variable for each
genetic marker, denoted Mi , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , p} with p the number of genes. We assume
each gene Gi is co-located with a single genetic marker Mi . Each marker may explain
the variation of its associated gene activity or the variations of other regulated genes.
An example is given in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Example of 3-genes network with regulations from gene 2 to gene 1 and 3. We assume a
marker order (M1 , M2 , M3 ) on a single chromosome.

Heuristic local search algorithms are widely used to learn Bayesian network structures as hill-climbing search, simulated-annealing, MCMC, genetic algorithms, ant colony
optimization [5] and dozens more with additional refinements [6]. These methods are
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often compared in previous papers with different datasets and results but if these methods tend to develop sophisticated algorithms to select at each step the best neighbor,
only few of them tried new local operators to define this neighborhood [7, 8, 9]. Other
approaches working on larger neighborhoods collapse a set of DAGs into a unique representative configuration. For instance, they explore the search space of total variable
orderings (an optimal DAG compatible with the order is then easier to deduce) [10, 11],
or the search space of Markov-equivalent partially-oriented DAGs [12, 13, 14]. Classical operators are addition, deletion and reversal of a directed edge, but these operators
lead to reach quickly local maxima, even if some metaheuristic principles like Tabu
list or simulated-annealing reduce this drawback. Furthermore the acyclic constraint of
Bayesian networks is often considered as a hard constraint to define the neighborhood
of a graph. We propose a new operator called ISC (Iterative Swap Cycle) to potentially
overcome this constraint.
G1
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G2

G7

→

G4

G6

G3

G2
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G7

G4
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G5

Fig. 2. Modification of 7-gene network structure after an ISC operation.

Let us consider the situation in Figure 2. We call ∆Gi ,G j the BDeu score variation
when we add variable Gi as parent of G j with other parents fixed, this variation is positive if the score increases when we add the arc Gi → G j and negative otherwise. We
define the swap operator as follow, swapping an edge Gi → G j with Gk produces the
simultaneous deletion of Gi → G j and the addition of Gk → G j . Given the initial
structure in Figure 2, to swap G2 → G3 with G7 will be forbidden with classical operators because of the acyclic constraint even if ∆G7 ,G3 is high. The idea of ISC operator
is to add G7 → G3 anyway and if needed to break the cycle created by this addition.
First we remove an edge of this cycle minimizing ∆ value (in this example we assume
G4 → G6 ), if this deletion plus the swap operation do not decrease the score of the
graph (∆G7 ,G3 − ∆G2 ,G3 − ∆G4 ,G6 > 0) the move is validated. Otherwise we choose another
parent (not included in the considered cycle) for node G6 maximizing ∆ value (here we
add G5 → G6 ) that we can consider as a swap of G4 → G6 with G5 . If another cycle
is created during this swap, we iterate a new cycle break operation. Finally we iterate
until the initial cycle is broken (means no sub-cycles were created) or the score of the
modified graph cannot be greater than the initial score. We only validate local moves if
all the cycles are broken and if the modified graph increases the score.
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If several cycles are created by the same edge addition, we break each of them, one
after another by applying ISC operator for each one.
The main idea of ISC operator is to try, each time we want to add a forbidden edge
Gi → G j , to break the cycles by deleting or swapping a parent for one node of the
cycles and to iterate this operation to solve potential cycles created during the swap. A
forbidden edge could appear when we try to swap an edge as in our previous example
but also after an addition or reversal of an edge. So ISC operator is applicable for add,
reverse and swap operators.

3

On going work

We use the Comet software [15] to implement iterated hill-climbing search. Comet is a
specific language which provides useful concepts for implementing local search methods like invariant, objective and constraint functions. In our implementation we encode
BDeu score using cache for up to two parents and incremental cycle detection (using
incremental topological ordering [16]) using user-defined invariants on a graph which
means that each modification on the graph is automatically propagates on the score and
cyclicity test, allowing an easier way to develop new neighborhood operators and new
search algorithms. We do not use any constraint features of Comet but invariants in
Comet offer incrementality for free. For each node we keep in memory the neighborhood defined by all operators applicable on this node with associated score variations
and potential cyclic situations, which saves computations and helps to quickly update
cyclic situations.
We did not implement ISC operator yet, but we developed its simplified version
called nISC (non Iterative Swap Cycle). nISC is similar to ISC but does not iterate on
potential cycle creations, it try to delete or swap only one edge of the cycle produced
by classical operator to break it. If deleting or swapping an edge does not break the
cycle or create another cycle, the classical operation is tagged as invalid and cannot be
applied in this configuration. This operator is more simple and less time consuming than
ISC but allows to overcome some cycle situations. We show in Figure 3 BDeu scores
reached (with α = 1) and time requirement of 1000 runs of hill climbing search starting
from a random structure (2 randomly selected parents per node) in five configurations.
These configurations differ by the set of authorized operators during the search among
classical ones (A:addition, D:deletion and R:reversal) and the swap operator (S:swap).
The last configuration represents the results with nISC extension (*:nISC) for addition,
reversal and swap operators (deletion of an edge cannot create a cycle). Our test network
is composed of 2 000 nodes (1 000 genes and 1 000 markers) and 300 samples from
DREAM5 challenge (SysGenA300 Network1) [17]. In order to deal with large datasets,
we restrict the list of candidate parents as done in [18].
We see in Figure 3 that the scores increase as more operators are used but in counterpart slows down the search.
If the reversal operation increases a little the mean score, we see a significant improvement when we use the swap operator. These results show that swapping an edge
allows a deeper structure modification than reversing it although both are composed of
an addition and a deletion. Furthermore variance of scores is reduced with the swap
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operator. Efficiency of the swap operator is simply explained by the fact that initial
structures could allocate for one node G j , a medium quality parent Gi (∆Gi ,G j > 0).
However if a better parent Gk exists for this node ∆Gk ,G j > ∆Gi ,G j but both Gi and Gk
cannot be parents at the same time we would need to swap Gi by Gk . So we first need
to remove Gi but this operation will decrease the score and will not be considered in a
hill-climbing search or with low probability in a simulated-annealing algorithm.
Applying nISC with the four operators allows to increase once more the mean score
reached and to reduce variance which suggest that trying to overcome cycles allows to
escape from local optima more and to achieve similar quality structures. But this more
intensive search is much more time consuming even if the current implementation could
be improved. Trade off between search time and quality of the learnt structure still need
to be investigated.
A+D A+D+R A+D+S A+D+R+S A*+D+R*+S*
BDeu scores (in log10 )
mean
-360 415 -360 349 -358 885 -358 826
-358 417
variance (103 )
25.936 26.681 4.446
4.763
2.713
Mean Time (seconds)
22.2
28.2
36.6
40.2
153

Fig. 3.

Our first results show large difficulty for local search algorithms to escape from
local maxima with classical operators. A difficulty which can explain poor results we
obtained with the simulated annealing method [19], even if a progressive decrease of the
temperature can move the search in a promising area, but when temperatures become
too low the algorithm quickly suffers from restrictive operators and falls in a local maximum. For this reason instead of developing highly complex metaheuristics, we decide
to explore new operators to define larger neighborhoods.
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